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LESSON STUDY
Teacher-driven | Student-focused

Values Teachers
While traditional professional
development begins with an
answer, lesson study begins with
a question. While traditional
professional development is
driven by an outside “expert” or
top-down mandate, lesson study
is driven by the teachers
themselves. Communication
does not flow from trainer to
teachers, but instead flows
among teachers. With traditional
professional development,
research informed practice, but
with lesson study practice is
research.

“Lesson study is teacherdirected, teacherdriven…it is really
teacher-oriented. Most
other professional
development is like a
seminar. You sit there and
you list3en. You may do a
little bit of hands-on
stuff, but usually they are
just feeding you
information. Here we are
seeking our own
information. We are
doing our own research.”

Why lesson study?
“Lesson study provides a collaborative process for teachers to
make sense of educational goals and standards and to bring
them to life in the classroom.” —Catherine C. Lewis
We all struggle at times with implementation of the latest
educational trends and standards. Lesson study is designed to
help improve student achievement no matter what trends we
are facing. Teachers, as we all know, are the most important
contributing factor to student success. Therefore, it makes
sense to focus on teacher-led research and professional
development right in our own classrooms. Lesson study allows
us to study how our students learn as we focus on what gaps
we find between our ideal objectives and their actual
performance. We can help our students find success through
working together, sharing our knowledge, and reflecting on
our challenges and successes.

-Heather Crawford, teacher

Sarah Avanessian- Literacy Coach
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How Does Lesson Study Work?
You will form a team of teachers (ideally 4-6) and contact me
(Sarah Avanessian). I work on planning a schedule for our lesson
study and finding sub coverage for you as needed. A typical lesson
study will need:

Practical Inquiry and
Shared Knowledge
Lesson study allows teachers to
work together to systemically
address the qualities we want to
foster in our students. We are always
talking about students we have in
common, about challenges we are
facing, about gaps we see in
learning. Through lesson study we
can identify and propose solutions
to the behaviors that hinder student
achievement. We focus on the
students and the best practices (that
we determine ourselves!) to help
them achieve. We create a shared
knowledge base.
In contrast to data from
standardized scores, feedback from
lesson study, according to Catherine
C. Lewis, is “immediate, specify to
the school’s curriculum and goals,
and based on actual observation of
the lesson” and the students. With
lesson study we can step in and
intervene while the students are
right in our classrooms instead of
trying to address gaps after they
have left us.

Sarah Avanessian- Literacy Coach

A) Goal-setting/Planning: Your team will meet with me and
we will discuss the lesson (it can be a lesson a team member has
already created or one we all create together). We then discuss
our objectives. What do we want students to be able to do? What
behaviors do we want to see? What aha moments are we looking
to create? How will we know if they have succeeded? What data
will we collect as we watch? (Time will vary—one hour or so will
be average).
B) Research the Lesson: One of the teachers implements the
lesson as discussed while the other team members and I observe
the students, focusing on the objectives we outlined. The team
collects data on student thinking, learning, engagement, etc.
(Time will take place over one class period).
C) Lesson Discussion / Refine: We will all meet immediately
after the lesson has been implemented (ideally) to discuss
findings. The teacher who implemented the lesson will talk first
about his/her thoughts. The data will be shared, analyzed, and
discussed. The team will then work together to refine the lesson.
(Time will be one or more class periods as the schedule allows).
D) Re-teach, Debrief, Reflect: The teachers will then watch
the refined lesson be re-taught (with the same teacher or another
teacher on the team). A debrief is then held to reflect on the reteach, reflect on the process, and plan next steps. (Time will be
one class period to re-teach and additional time in the same day to
debrief and reflect).
*On average, we will plan on one day for an hour or so. Then we
will take half a day or one full day to conduct the lesson study.
Subs will be provided for you.

My room (F-12) is always open. Please drop by periods 2-4 any day.
Do you need help creating a lesson, addressing a standard, teaching
close-reading strategies, or writing for your content area? Please let
me know! Lesson studies are in the planning stages. I will have
video to show you soon so you can see the process. As I visit
classrooms I am so impressed with the quality of teaching and the
inviting classroom environments. I am proud to be part of such an
incredible faculty! ~Sarah
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